Human protein-protein interaction networks for present study were retrieved from STRING, HPRD, BIOGRID and IMEx consortium databases (DIP, IntAct, MINT, HPIDB, UniProt etc). High confidence physical and functional interactions with score more than 700 were selected from STRING database. All manualy curated physical interactions from HPRD and BioGRID were selected. High score physical interactions with MINT score more than 0.5 were selected from IMEx consortium. Total PPIN dataset contains 78705 interactions and 12022 nodes.
Where N is total number of nodes, a is number of nodes in clusters of U and b is number of nodes in clusters of V, n is the number of nodes common to clusters of U and V.
C. Effect of module refinement:
Figure S1. Size distribution of refinable and non-refinable modules obtained from Louvain based modularity optimization, L(γ=2). Figure S2 . Module size distribution of refinable (from L(γ=2)), non-refinable(from L(γ=2)) and refined (after L(γ=2) +refinement)
D. Gene list for supermodule X and its submodules A, B, C and D.
The supermodule X is one of the larger refinable modules obtained from partitioning of human protein-protein interaction network using Louvain based modularity optimization (at γ=2) and submodules A, B, C and D are observed from X after refinement.
